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THE Department of Employment 
and Labour has stuck to its guns over 
Employment Equity targets which have 
been published for public comment, 
despite a push-back by opposition par-
ties.

The amended Employment Equity 
Act of 1998  empowers the Minister 
of Employment and Labour, Thulas 
Nxesi to set employment equity tar-
gets for economic sectors and prescribe 
demographic targets for employers with 
more than 50 employees in the form of 
5-year milestones towards achieving the 
equitable representation of the various 
groups in respective economic sectors.

Nxesi released his draft targets 
across 18 economic sectors and across 
all provinces, but has come under fire 
over among others, the targets effec-
tively “banning” the so-called coloured 
population group from employment in 
certain provinces, where employment 
targets are as low as 1%.

Lawyer Elton Rocherts explained 
that currently employers had an obli-
gation to actively promote employees 
from designated groups and in order 
to achieve this they had to draw up EE 
plans in which employers would set 
out targets to achieve a more diverse 
workforce.

“It is currently left to the employer 
to come up with the plan that would 
recognise affirmative action as a measure 
to get marginalised employees into the 
workforce. 

“Now quota is being imposed on the 
employer. It might be (that) government 
has seen that the pace at which trans-
formation is taking place is a bit too 
slow, so now they are going to impose 
targets. However they might have to go 
back to the drawing board because they 
have come up with a race classification 
exercise that could further marginalise 
the so-called coloured community.”

Cape Coloured Congress leader, 
Fadiel Adams said the impact of the 
“short-sighted decision”, could put 

thousands of people out of work in 
coloured communities. “Our contribu-
tion to the building of this country is 
forgotten. 

“The fact that we have so much more 
to offer is just pushed aside.”

People Against Race Classification 
founder, Glen Snyman, who has been 
lobbying parliament for the removal 
of the term “coloured” from all offi-
cial government and private institution 
documents said a person's skin colour 
did not mean he or she represents a 
particular group.

“Race does not mean representivity. 
Citizens have a legal leg to stand on 
against these race-based quotas. The 
Population Registration Repeal Act of 
1991 is still an active(in operation) 
act. This act abolishes the use of all 
race-based criterias and has never been 
repealed by parliament. This act stands 
in direct contradiction/conflict with the 
EEA. I encourage all to tick the African 
box so that you are not being discrimi-
nated against.”

DA leader John Steenhuisen said: 
“The quotas seem especially targeted at 
the groups defined by the regulations 
as ‘coloured males,’ ‘coloured females,’ 
‘Indian males’ and ‘Indian females.’ Peo-
ple from these communities suffered dis-
crimination under the previous regime, 
and now they are being re-victimised 
by a democratic government. In sectors 
like agriculture, forestry and fisheries, 
mining and quarrying, manufacturing, 
finance, arts, and science, the ‘targets’ 
set for coloured employees in prov-
inces like Limpopo, Mpumalanga and 
North West is 0.0%, effectively banning 
these groups from employment. Even 
in Gauteng.”

The Department of Employment and 
Labour said the DA “maliciously inter-
preted the proposed sector EE targets 
published for public comment”.

“The DA is using the same tactics 
of ‘divide and rule’ adopted during the 
apartheid regime, particularly in order to 
divide the black people of South Africa.
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A PENSIONER from Gordon’s Bay, 
dependent on an oxygen machine, 
fears that she could die because of load 
shedding.

Julia Victor, 78, said she was in a 

constant state of stress over her life 
because of load shedding.

“You don't know if you’re going to be 
alive the next morning or not with load 
shedding. The longest I walk without 
oxygen, when I go shower, I'm out of 
breath and need my oxygen again. If it 
wasn’t for my daughter and son I don't 

know what would have happened to 
me, I would most probably be dead by 
now. They stay awake with me during 
the night. I find it unfair that old people 
must suffer, they might as well put us 
to sleep and the government (is) just 
lapping it up.”

Her daughter Samantha Victor 

added: “My mother is healthy but she 
is dependent on oxygen. Now with load 
shedding, the minute the light hits off, 
the oxygen concentrator hits off, then 
we have to move to a tank. 

“Since April 1, the medical aid only 
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‘Load shedding could kill me’: Gordon’s Bay pensioner’s desperate plea for oxygen

MasiPHUMelele 
residents tried in 
vain to salvage 
their belongings 
when yet another 
fire broke out 
in the area 
neighbouring 
Fish Hoek 
yesterday.  ward 
councillor Patricia 
Francke said 
she was busy 
with a process 
of assisting 
those affected 
by the fire. For 
some residents 
the blaze was a 
reminder of the 
devastating fires 
they experienced 
in recent months 
with more than  
1 000 people left 
homeless by the 
november 2022 
fire, followed 
by another one 
which claimed 
the lives of three 
people on new 
Year’s eve.
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AS THE unemployment rate continues 
to climb, economists and academics 
warn that the continued stringent power 
cuts and foreign relation concerns pose 
serious threats to South Africa’s already 
strained economy.

Statistics SA unpacked the Quarterly 
Labour Force Survey (QLFS) for the first 
quarter of 2023 yesterday, where it 
emerged that South African youth aged 
15 to 34 remain the most vulnerable in 
the labour market with unemployment 
increasing by 241  000 to 4.9  million 
people who are jobless.

The official unemployment rate in 
the country increased to 32.9% – this 
was up from 39.7% in the fourth quarter 
of 2022.

Also in the first quarter, the num-
ber of employed persons increased by 
258  000 compared to 16.2  million in the 

fourth quarter of 2022.
“The number of unemployed per-

sons declined by 179  000 to 7.9  million 
during the same quarter. The changes 
in employment and unemployment 
resulted in the official unemployment 
rate increasing,” said statistician-general 
Risenga Maluleke.

The stats were released amid con-
cerns that US investment to South Africa 
might be withdrawn or the country 
sanctioned after controversy erupted 
following US ambassador to South Africa 
Reuben Brigety’s claims during a media 
briefing that the country had supplied 
arms to Russia.

Wits Business School’s Professor Jan-
nie Rossouw said the problem was that 
economic growth was generally lower 
than population growth, implying that 
unemployment persists in South Africa.

“It is therefore obvious that the ANC 
government’s current socialist policies 
are unsuccessful. We need a new focus 

on market-driven policies to eradicate 
unemployment. If the US government 
introduces sanctions on South Africa 
and withdraws the preferential treat-
ment Agoa, South African exporters will 
suffer, with a concomitant decline in 
employment,” said Rossouw.

Trade union Cosatu’s national 
spokesperson Sizwe Pamla said the fed-
eration was “deeply” worried that what 
they hoped was momentum in reducing 
unemployment over the course of 2022 
may be lost with the current rampant 
levels of load shedding suffocating the 
economy even further in 2023.

“The government’s failure to fix load 
shedding and drive economic recovery 
is reprehensible because, behind these 
numbers, there are struggling families 
and starving people. 

“So far, there is no clear strategy 
presented by the government to help 
stimulate growth and regenerate our 
economy,” said Pamla.

He said the current geopolitical ten-
sions over the Russia-Ukraine War had 
further muddied the waters and if South 
Africa’s foreign relations were misman-
aged the situation would worsen. 

According to Professor Andre Roux 
at the Stellenbosch University Business 
School, the figures were not unexpected 
as the country had been experiencing 
prolonged high unemployment.

Anchor Capital investment analyst 
Casey Delport said the unemployment 
rate had remained stubbornly high for 
many years, with a complex range of 
factors contributing to the issue.

“A combination of structural defi-
ciencies, such as a lack of skills, limited 
access to quality education and train-
ing, and inadequate job creation, has 
resulted in a large portion of the popu-
lation being unable to find employment. 

“Despite the slight increase in 
employed persons, the official unem-
ployment rate has risen.”
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